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The Latest Developments Driving the Transformation of Care

THIS WEEK

Could emerging sensors revolutionize wearable technology?
Rapid systemic change is coming to health care in the ways that patients are monitored and how
epidemic spikes are spotted. You can see early signs of this in consumer electronic devices like
the Apple Watch, Google Nest smart home systems and Amazon Alexa Healthcare Skills Kit.
But those devices won’t be the brains behind the systemic change that is coming, according to
researchers, technology experts and innovators working to drive this transformation. Those
systems will be merely reporting devices. The real solution will be thin, soft, flexible, wireless
sensors that adhere to the skin and provide personalized medical data far beyond what is
captured by current mobile devices.
Writing recently in the research journal Nature, two experts from Northwestern University’s biointegrated electronics department and the director of a Chicago based research lab, noted that
millions of early versions of sensors, computers and transmitters woven into flexible films,
patches, bandages or tattoos are being deployed in dozens of neurological applications alone.
Within a decade, they predict, many people will be wearing sensors like these regularly. The

collected data will be fed into machine-learning algorithms to monitor vital signs, spot
abnormalities and track treatments.
The researchers also note that small companies are commercializing soft biosensor systems that
continually measure clinical data or track certain biomarkers, such as glucose, as well as actions
like swallowing and talking. More advanced flexible, wireless sensors that are soft enough to be
placed on the chests of babies without damaging their fragile skin are in clinical trials.
Former Apple CEO John Sculley in Fortune recently issued a similar forecast for sensor
advances. He says Amazon’s Jeff Bezos, Google parent company Alphabet’s Larry Page,
Microsoft’s Satya Nadella, and Apple’s Tim Cook are exploring how these innovations can usher
in a new era of health care technology.
Sculley expects Apple to add more sensor-based applications to its Apple Watch and believes
the tech giant eventually will offer an Apple Health subscription service that connects its watch to
physicians. This could make Apple an even bigger player in consumer health, some financial
analysts believe, with Morgan Stanley pegging Apple’s health care market opportunity at $313
billion in revenue by 2027.
“Google could put advanced medical sensors in its Pixel smartphones, along with its AI voiceassistant technology that interprets personalized sensor-generated medical data,” Sculley writes.
That would enable the company to merge its sensors, along with its AI-powered booking service
Duplex and smart home system Nest, into a health subscription service. Amazon’s Alexa
Healthcare Skills could follow a similar path by using miniaturized high-tech sensors in its Echo
device to provide health care services to chronic care patients at home, Sculley says.
If all this sounds like distant-future science, it may not be as far away as you might think. The
consumer electronics journal Twice reports that Wu Wei, a materials scientist at China’s Wuhan
University, believes that stretchable, skinlike consumer electronics are nearly upon us. And while
fabrication of artificial skin remains complex and time-consuming, with materials and
manufacturing challenges still to be solved, the technology for sensors is emerging quickly.
The opportunity for health care providers as future advances occur will be how to connect by
creating digital dashboards for physicians and patients to make clinical decisions. The data
generated from these devices could be used to drive improvements in health and personalized
care and reduce costs. Providers also may want to explore partnerships with companies like
Apple, Google and Amazon to facilitate pilots and eventual deployment of these emerging tools.
Partnerships like these could prove valuable in accelerating transformation to this rapidly
evolving environment.

A CHANCE TO DISRUPT THE CLINIC-BASED DIALYSIS MARKET

In a move that eventually could disrupt the dialysis market, CVS Health recently began a trial for
its HemoCare device to determine whether it is more convenient and effective than clinic-based
treatment. HemoCare uses an artificial kidney device to simplify dialysis for home-based
patients.

The connected health platform will be tested in a study
involving 70 patients across multiple clinic sites before the
company seeks Food and Drug Administration approval to
move to the home market. The move comes just weeks after
the Trump administration issued an executive order to improve
treatment for end-stage renal disease patients and to educate
the public on ways to improve health and wellness and to
prevent kidney-related health issues.
CVS Health hopes that HemoCare will enhance kidney care, since clinical research has linked
improved patient outcomes with longer treatments provided in the home. The company also is
working to bring early detection solutions for kidney disease and provide education and support
to help delay the transition to dialysis.
Fresenius Medical Care and DaVita, which currently dominate the dialysis market with more than
5,000 dialysis clinics in the U.S., are certain to closely monitor results of the CVS Health pilot. In
late February, Fresenius spent close to $2 billion on its acquisition of NxStage, a maker of homeuse dialysis machines and critical care products. The company also said it would plan to convert
some of its dialysis clinics into transitional care units to train people for home care. DaVita also
offers remote monitoring and telehealth technology to improve the patient care dialysis
experience at home.

MACHINE LEARNING COULD SPEED DRUG DEVELOPMENT

Google’s DeepMind, the artificial intelligence arm of Alphabet
Inc., has shown promise in predicting the shapes of proteins,
the building blocks of disease. A recent Bloomberg report
notes that this could lead to more rapid development of drugs.
DeepMind beat experienced biologists from 50 of the top labs
around the world in predicting the shapes of proteins — an
incredibly complex process required to find ways for medicines to attack disease. DeepMind
used the latest neural-network algorithms and its limited experience in protein folding, the
process by which proteins get their 3D shape, to deliver its results.
Biologists who took part in the program were stunned by the results. Still, DeepMind’s simulation
doesn’t yet produce atomic-level resolution that is important for drug discovery, and it may be
years before it’s known whether this type of software can consistently spot promising therapies
that researchers might have otherwise missed, the report explains.
We want to hear from you! Please send your feedback to Bob Kehoe at rkehoe@aha.org.
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